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First Observation of a C-H-Se "Hydrogen Bond" 
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Since a landmark study by Taylor and Kennard in 1984,1 

considerable attention has been paid to the origin of the C - H - O 
hydrogen bond, which occurs quite commonly in organic 
compounds both in the solid state2 and in solution.3 In spite of 
estimated marginal strength (0.3-2 kcal/mol),4 the weak bond 
has significant implications in many diverse areas of structural 
chemistry and can frequently compete with conformational forces 
in oxygen-containing organic molecules.3 The nature of its 
essential force has been assigned as electrostatic, attractive 
interaction with a long-range distance character rather than a 
covalent one regardless of distinct directional properties.4 Herein 
we report the first spectroscopic evidence of a heavier analogue 
of the C - H - O hydrogen bond, i.e., the C-H-Se "hydrogen bond", 
the origin of which may not be explained simply by the electrostatic 
model. 

The compound in which we have found a C-H-Se nonbonded 
interaction is diselenocin I,5 which was unexpectedly obtained in 
58% yield by the reduction of 2,2'-diselenobis(benzyl chloride)6 

with sodium borohydride in methanol during the course of 
glutathione peroxidase model synthesis.7 The solid-state mo
lecular structure of 1, determined by single-crystal X-ray 
diffraction analysis,8 is the chair conformation IC9 (Figure 1). 
A unique feature of the molecular structure is the unusually short 
interatomic distances between selenium and one of the two benzylic 
hydrogens at the nonbonded benzylic carbon atom (r(Sel— Ha) 
= r(Sel ' -H a ' ) = 2.92 A). The solid-state IR spectral measure
ment (KBr matrix) has demonstrated that this S e - H van der 
Waals contact present in IC is an attractive interaction: the 
absorption due to C-H symmetric stretching occurs at 2800 cm-1, 
a significant shift toward low wavenumber compared with normal 
methylenes adjacent to an electronegative atom (i», = 2853 cnr1)-1 ' 

By contrast 1 shows conformational exchange processes in 
solution. When crystalline chair IC was added to a precooled 
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Figure 1. Molecular structure of chair IC in the solid state determined 
by X-ray analysis. Locations of hydrogen atoms were determined by ab 
initio MO calculation. Selected structural parameters (distances, A; 
angles, deg): Sel-C2 1.924(8), Sel-C4' 1.966(8), SeI-H, 2.92, C2-
C3 1.39(1), C3-C4 1.57(1); ZC2-Sel-C4' 100.5(3), zC2-Sel-H. 67.6, 
ZC4'-Sel~Ha88.7,zSel-C2-C3 122.4(6), ZC2-C3-C4124.1(7), ZC3-
C4-Sel' 110.4(5), ZC4-Ha-Sel 101.7, zC4'-Sel-C2-C3 -72.5(7), 
zSel-C2-C3-C4 0.3(10), ZC2-C3-C4-Sel' 86.8(8), ZC3-C4-Sel'-
C2'-111.3(5). 

Figure 2. Molecular structure of boat IB obtained by MO calculation. 
Selected structural parameters (distance, A; angles, deg): Sel—Ha 2.86; 
zC2-Sel-C4' 101.7, ZC2-Sel-Ha 66.0, ZC4'-Sel-Ha 78.7, ZC4-
Ha-Sel 107.0°. 

solvent (-78 0 C in CD2Cl2) followed by rapid 90-MHz 1H NMR 
measurement at -7 8 ° C, a single sharp AB quartet due to benzylic 
protons (Ha and Hb) of IC was observed at S 4.24 and 4.58 (27HH 
= 12.7 Hz). Upon standing at -50 0C, another AB quartet 
appeared at d 3.88 and 5.11 ( V H H = 11.0 Hz), which finally 
became major at equilibrium (majonminor = 83:17). The two 
conformers were also observed by 13C and 77Se NMR at low 
temperatures.5 The major conformer of 1 was assigned as boat 
IB in analogy to the previously reported sulfur analogue of I.12 

The molecular structure of IB, reproduced by ab initio MO 
calculation with full geometry optimization (Figure 2),10 shows 
that the interatomic SeI—Ha distances in IB are again unusual 
(2.86 A), being slightly shorter than that of IC (2.92 A). This 
may indicate a stronger C-H-Se nonbonded interaction in IB 
than in IC. 

Confirmative evidence for the C-H-Se interaction in 1 was 
obtained by the determination of a spin-spin coupling constant 
between the selenium and the nearby benzylic hydrogen involved 
in the interaction. In the 500-MHz 1H NMR spectrum of 1 
measured at -22 0C, only one of the two benzylic protons which 
resonates at higher field showed small satellite peaks due to natural 
abundance 77Se ( / = 34.0 Hz for the major boat peak at 8 3.88, 
and J = 25.4 Hz for the minor chair peak at 5 4.24). These 
satellite peaks can be reasonably assigned to the direct spin-spin 
coupling between Ha and SeI (JS*~H), since the observed coupling 
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Figure 3. 77Se NMR spectra (95.35 MHz) of boat IB in CDCl3 measured 
at -40 0C: (a) 1H non-irradiation mode; (b) Ha irradiated; (c) Hb 
irradiated. 

constants are much larger than 2JseH ( ~ 11 Hz) of selenoanisoles.13 

In agreement with these conclusions, a broad band 77Se NMR 
spectrum measured at -40 0 C under a 1H non-irradiation mode 
showed two somewhat broad doublets due to two conformers 
with the corresponding coupling constants (34.0 Hz for IB and 
25.4 Hz for IC) as observed in the 1H NMR satellite spectrum. 
The observation that /se-H for boat IB is larger than that of chair 
IC is consistent with the stronger C-H-Se nonbonded inter
action in IB. Assignment of these coupling constants was 
unambiguously made by selective 1H spin-decoupling experiments 
at 500 MHz (Figure 3). Figure 3a displays an expanded 95.35-
MHz 77Se NMR spectrum of boat IB, which shows a doublet of 
triplets with a significantly large nonbonded one-bond coupling 
with Ha (̂ Se-H = 34.0 Hz) and a small two-bond coupling with 
two benzylic protons (VseiHa = 2^SeIHb = 6.6 Hz). When Ha was 
irradiated, these absorptions collapsed into a doublet with a 
coupling due to 2/seim> (6-6 Hz) (Figure 3b). When Hb was 
irradiated instead, a doublet of doublets was observed with two 
coupling constants 7sei-Ha (34.0 Hz) and 2/seiHa (6.6 Hz) (Figure 
3c). These spin-decoupling experiments indicate distinct through-
space bonding interaction between SeI and Ha (and SeI' and 
Ha')- In particular, the substantial magnitude of /se-H* which 
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amounts to nearly one-half that of benzeneselenol ('/seH = 56 
Hz),'3 suggests that the possibility of a C-H-Se "hydrogen bond" 
in 1 cannot be ignored in spite of the non-ionic nature of the 
selenium bond. The above assignments of the benzylic protons 
for both conformers provide further evidence for the possible 
existence of the C-H-Se "hydrogen bond". The observation 
that Ha which interacts with Se appears at higher field than Hb 
in both conformers is consistent with the diamagnetic effect of 
the selenium atom.14 The fact that the chemical shift difference 
between Ha and Hb (A5) is larger in boat IB (A& = 1.23) than 
in chair IC (A6 = 0.34) is consistent with shorter and stronger 
C-H-Se interaction in IB than in IC.15 

The nature of the forces involved in the C-H-Se interaction 
is not precisely defined by the experiments, but the experiments 
show a significant interaction that could be called a "hydrogen 
bond". Since selenium is not highly electronegative and the C-H 
bond is essentially nonpolar, it is likely that this interaction may 
not be electrostatic in character. Careful examination of 
structures of 1 reveals that the conformers of 1 share two 
remarkable structural features around the selenium in agreement 
with covalent, directional properties of the C-H-Se interaction 
(Figures 1 and 2). First, the hydrogen atom (Ha) points toward 
the selenium (SeI) almost vertically to the plane containing Se 1, 
C2, and C4', suggesting that the hydrogen is directed toward the 
selenium lone pair as an electrophile.16 Second, the angle of the 
hydrogen bond (zC4-H a-Sel = 101.7° in IC and 107.0° in IB) 
is slightly larger than a right angle, which is significantly different 
from the angles of normal Coulombic hydrogen bonds.1 These 
structural considerations as well as the experimental observations 
described earlier indicate that orbital interaction between the 
selenium lone pair and the C-H bond may play a predominant 
role in the C-H-Se interaction. Further studies are now in 
progress. 
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